Sub thump

If you notice that your subwoofer is humming constantly, then it may require a bit more
troubleshooting to find the cause. It is possible that the issue is being caused by a "ground
loop". Ground loops can often be resolved without spending any money on the problem. The
trick is that one needs all of the grounds on all of the gear to have the same potential.
Sometimes this is as simple as getting them all plugged in to the same power circuit;
sometimes it's a matter of making sure that you're only using modern, three-wire,
earth-grounded circuits at all points in your system rather than using old two-prong
ungrounded circuits. Changing where things are plugged in, making sure your home power
circuits are all properly grounded an outlet-checker from the hardware store can be handy!
Beyond that, if your home wiring has serious grounding issues, you may need the aid of an
electrician. Although the best and most permanent way to eliminate ground loop hum is by
fixing the underlying grounding problem, another simpler way to resolve the problem is to
insert an isolation transformer in your subwoofer line to break the ground connection between
your source and your subwoofer. For some, there is even an integrated chassis ground
connector to help eliminate ground loop hum. AudioQuest Black Lab. Note: When you plug in
these directional cables, make sure that the arrow is pointing towards the subwoofer, not the
receiver. Monoprice Shielded Cable. Please sign in to leave a comment. Klipsch Subwoofers
FAQ. Product Categories. If you're experiencing any of these, please contact our Product
Support team for assistance. If your subwoofer s "thump" or "pop" when you are changing
inputs on your receiver don't automatically blame the subwoofer. Whenever the receiver loses
the audio "codec" signal it should mute all of the pre-out jacks for a short period of time. So
when you change inputs or change listening modes and you hear the subwoofer or any speaker
"pop" this indicates that particular pre-out jack is not being muted You can have the receiver
serviced but before going through that inconvenience try a couple things to minimize the
problem. Adjust the gain control on the subwoofer in conjunction with the bass level control in
the receiver. You may find a combination of settings that maintain correct bass levels but
reduce the annoying "pop" a bit. Check the Input settings for each input device. For example, if
you know the component will only send a digital signal Do not use the "auto" or "auto-detect"
setting. The "Auto" setting can cause the receiver to take a little longer to "lock" on to the audio
signal. This delay may exceed the time the pre-out jack is mutedand you end up with the
"thump" sound from the subwoofer. Menu 0. Sealed Vented Previous Models Outlet center.
Subwoofer - Thump or Pop. Tom V. Power Sound Audio. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Free Shipping on All Orders! Contact Account
Shopping Cart. Vato Posts: 2. My new Polk Audio sub woofer seems to have a life of its own.
When everything is off except the subwoofer , out of the blue, the unit begins to emit a series of
thumping noises from the bottom, which resonate on the floor. Any ideas? May I don't know
which model sub, but it do know some subs have an "auto" setting to turn the amp on and off. It
is often triggered by the audio input connection to the sub. You could have some noise in that
line that occasionally triggers the amp to turn on and later turn off, or if there is a sensitivity
setting for the audio signal it is set to low. Some equipment even when off or in standby mode
will pass through a signal. Without knowing more about your model sub and the rest of the
system it is only guessing. Gunther16 Posts: Do you carry a cellphone when you getsomewhere
around it? I noticed whenever I carry my phone and get within feet of my sub it thumps even
with the rest of the equipment off. The sub is on standby at the time. Just saying! Gunther is
still rockin' the brick. That's why. There is a single connection cable from the receiver to the
subwoofer, as per manual instructions. Very strange and annoying. Thanks for your comment.
Does it happen every few minutes, or every 15 mins or more? I would first try switching the sub
to "ON" vs auto, and see if it goes away. If it goes away, it is likely there is some noise in your
connection to the sub that is tripping the auto on feature. The thump is the amp turning on and
off. These can transfer noise into the cable. Even though everything is off, there can still be
noise in the system or transferred into the cable. If you turn the the sub on with everything else
off, see if you can hear a faint rumble or noise from the sub. You may have to get very close to it
or put your ear up to it to hear it. If you have another amplifier connected to a speaker, or even a
boom box that has RCA input jack, I would try connecting the RCA cable going to the Sub to the
other system instead. With everything else off, slowly turn the volume on the amp and speaker
or boom box and see if you can hear any noise. If you hear noise, turn the volume down by
about half, and try moving the RCA cable location and see if it gets louder or quieter. Move it
away from any thing that is making it louder. If you don't hear any change, turn the volume up a
little more a try again. This may be easier with two people. June Yup, brickin it, Is there any
other way to go? Sign In or Register to comment. Howdy, Stranger! Sign In Register. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add

to Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign
in for more lists. Feb 13, PST. Seller's other items. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a
retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. See
all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: New. Ended:
Feb 13, PST. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions
- opens in a new window or tab See details. Item location: Connersville, Indiana, United States.
Seller: subthump Seller's other items. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item
in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. After hours researching and comparing
all models on the market, we find out the Best Subthump Review of Check our ranking below.
Rank No. Anyone can install this device in minutes Saves time and eliminates the guesswork of
searching for the right wires in the amp harness to tap into. Simple installation, can be quickly
installed and removed 2. The material is strong and durable, protecting the antenna from
damage 3. The horizontal height can be adjusted Use this plug and play adapter so you don't
have to cut or splice into the factory wiring. Provides one pair stereo rca output and a power
wire for the remote amplifier turn on connection. Adjustable left and right gain output.
Connection is done at back of radio. No factory external amp systems. Not compatible with
factory amplified stereo systems. Do you get stressed out thinking about shopping for a great
Subthump Review? Do doubts keep creeping into your mind? Your questions might include the
following:. Potential sources can include buying guides for Subthump Review , rating websites,
word-of-mouth testimonials, online forums, and product reviews. Thorough and mindful
research is crucial to making sure you get your hands on the best-possible Subthump Review.
Make sure that you are only using trustworthy and credible websites and sources. We provide
an Subthump Review buying guide, and the information is totally objective and authentic. We
employ both AI and big data in proofreading the collected information. How did we create this
buying guide? We did it using a custom-created selection of algorithms that lets us manifest a
top list of the best available Subthump Review currently available on the market. This
technology we use to assemble our list depends on a variety of factors, including but not
limited to the following:. We always remember that maintaining Subthump Review information
to stay current is a top priority, which is why we are constantly updating our websites. Learn
more about us using online sources. If you think that anything we present here regarding
Subthump Review is irrelevant, incorrect, misleading, or erroneous, then please let us know
promptly! Contact us here. Or You can read more about us to see our vision. Sale Rank No.
Planet Audio AC Sound Storm EVO Please enable JavaScript in your browser in order to make
this website functional. View All. A kick drum generally needs 3 things to help it sit properly in
the mix; sub, low-mid beef and attack. We dive into 3 steps you can take to EQ a kick drum
appropriately for your mix. We dive into 3 steps you can take to tune a kick drum appropriately
for your mix. To get the feeling that the kick drum is thumping in your chest and packing in
serious punch, you will need to accentuate its fundamental frequency which usually lies
between 40hz and hz. Using Waves Q10 EQ , scan this range with a bell curve filter to find the
sweet spot, then boost with a focused Q. The kick may sound deep but lack a beefy, full flavor.
Its fundamental frequency may be present but be lacking in harmonics. Insert Waves
Renaissance Bass on the kick drum, tune the frequency slider to the fundamental and adjust the
intensity to taste. At this point the kick should be sounding rich and heavy, but it may lack the
attack to help it pop out of the mix. Insert Waves Scheps 73 on the kick drum and tweak the
mid-range frequency knob in context of the mix. A boost somewhere between 1k-8k should
bring out the attack needed for it to be heard. Want more quick mix fixes? Get tips on fixing a
thin snare drum here. Want to get more tips straight to your inbox? Subscribe to our newsletter
here. Log in to see your personal recommendations. You may find this content helpful: To be
able to view it, allow Performance Cookies here. Tags View All. Add Sub Thump To get the

feeling that the kick drum is thumping in your chest and packing in serious punch, you will need
to accentuate its fundamental frequency which usually lies between 40hz and hz. Introduce
Attack At this point the kick should be sounding rich and heavy, but it may lack the attack to
help it pop out of the mix. Recent Videos. Categories: Blog. Related Products. Q10 Equalizer.
Renaissance Bass. Scheps This content is not available in your country. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Our integration
harness connects to your Boston Amplifier in your Trunk to provide rca jacks and a 12v trigger
for hooking up additional amplifiers. Do you own a Camaro and are wanting to install an
aftermarket sub and sub amp? If the answer is yes, then we have the perfect product for you.
We have developed an extremely useful plug and play T-harness that will allow you to add RCA
outputs to your factory Boston Acoustics sound system. To install the device, you simply
unhook the lower connector on your factory amp found in your trunk behind the back wall
carpet on divers side and plug our special output harness in-between your amp and stock
harness. The harness is designed to give you RCA outputs and a turn-on lead for sending
signal and switched power to your aftermarket amp. The simple plug and play feature eliminates
the hassle and guesswork of finding which wires to use for your signal and turn-on wires. No
more degrading your factory harness by splicing or soldering into it. Don't waste hours trying to
get signal to your amp. If you want to cut hours off your install time and make things easier on
yourself, pick one of these up today. Please note that this harness provides signal and switched
power only. We keep getting the misconception that this will 'run your new amp'. It will not do
so by itself. You will still need to provide power and ground wires from your battery to your amp
as well. Installs in seconds. Will not work on Non-Boston ie Base Stereo. A good way to tell is if
your front door speaker grille has the boston emblem, then you have the Boston Acoustics
System. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 18 hrs and 48 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon Sold
by Subthumpdotcom Details. Ships from. Sold by. Subthump Exclusive Add a gift receipt for
easy returns. Brand: Subthump. Anyone can install this device in minutes Saves time and
eliminates the guesswork of searching for the right wires in the amp harness to tap into.
Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. Sold by Subthumpdotcom and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Sold by Speece, Inc. Featured items you may
like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this
item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Planet Audio AC Compare with
similar items. Product information Product Dimensions 8 x 2 x 1 inches Item Weight 2. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Most convient thing I've ever purchased, wired in my subs without a single
wrench. If you are putting a amp in your 15' camaro this is the way to go. Had then wired and
hitting in under 20 mins. Images in this review. Audio shop has no clue this exists. Took me 45
minutes to install the harness, amp and sub. I have also ordered the sub stealth box with built in
amp. I am very impressed by SubThump and highly recommend them. Plugs into amp with ease
but once you plug rca jacks into amp it forces amp to clip into protection mode. Changed amp
thinking maybe amp was blown , still clips changed to another amp. Very unhappy with product.
I will be returning. Easy to install, easy to setup, and use. Just wish it was a bit more affordable.
But it's unique, so it's understandable. If you wanna go more affordable, just go the LOC route,
but if you wanna go back to factory stock you'll have a slightly harder time. This harness works
perfect. I added a subwoofer to my Camaro SS and couldn't be happier. Only downside is
getting the factory harness out of the stock amp, but that's more a GM fault than theirs. One
person found this helpful. Best thing ever made to put aftermarket amp in car using factory
radio. This harness works exactly as described. It's a real time saver when installing subs in the
trunk of a Camaro. Only issue was identifying brown and grey wire. Had to go to Subthump
website to identify it as remote turn on. Should be labeled as the other wires are. But I still love
this harness, plugs right in to factory amp and provides the hook ups needed. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Exelente producto funciona

muy bien con el audio del amp oem y permite la conicion de alta de los rca a un dsp dsr1.
Reviewed in Mexico on June 7, Report abuse Translate review to English. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: Best
speakers for camaro , Explore wiring harnesses for subwoofers. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Speece, Inc. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Today we offer you 1 Subthump Coupons and 39 deals to get
the biggest discount. All coupons and promo codes are time limited. Grab the chance for a huge
saving before it's gone. Apply the Subthump Coupon at check out to get the discount
immediately. Don't forget to try all the Subthump Coupons to get the biggest discount. To give
the most up-to-date Subthump Coupons, our dedicated editors put great effort to update the
discount codes and deals every day through different channels. Our offers include online
coupons, in-store promotions, printable coupons, seasonal sales and other special deals, so on
and so forth. Anything that can save you a penny, we will list them on our site. You will get huge
savings on shopping with our Subthump Coupons. Last but not least, it's our pleasure that you
choose our site to shop with. Thus to pay back, we offer you more than just promotion
information. We also provide social network page links for Subthump, contact information,
sometimes Shipping and Return information and Guide to how to use promo code information
for you. Simply
r33 e brake cables
2004 chevy impala fuel pump relay location
ez go golf cart batteries wiring diagram
enter the Subthump Coupon before you pay, and keep your wallet safe with your favorite item.
Enjoy shopping, enjoy saving. Click here to see all current promo codes, deals, discount codes
and special offers from Subthump for February Use it before it's gone. Click the super
Subthump deal and don't need to check your wallet for the products at your cart any more. Get
Deal. Never miss your chance to grab the amazing Subthump offer when you shop at subthump.
Fancy more hot products with discounts at subthump. Apply the deal and get it! The deal will
expire in any minute. Use the discount to give yourself a treat at subthump. It's a great deal to
look if you are shopping at Subthump. Take a look and make an order! Discounts will apply
automatically on the landing page of Subthump. Enjoy the offer! Be a wise shopper and use the
deal we provide to get the most cost effective products at Subthump. Make good use of the
coupon codes and deals we provide to help you save huge! Shop at subthump.

